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Abstract
Hysteresis can significantly deteriorate performance when performing
servo tasks with piezo actuators. Our aim is to model this nonlinear
hysteresis effect and develop a feedforward controller that
compensates for the hysteretic behavior. We develop
hybrid-memory(MEM)-elements to uniquely invert the
Ramberg-Osgood and Prandtl-Ishlinskii hysteresis models. We
compare both methods on real data of a walking piezo actuator.

Walking piezo actuator [1]

• Stepping motion of the middle plate

• Using longitudinal (dark blue and red) and shear (light blue and
orange) piezo elements

• Shows unwanted hysteretic behavior

Feedforward compensation

If all systems were linear time-invariant (LTI), the error signal is

e = S(1− G F)yd − Sv − Sη,

where S = (1+ G K )−1. Ideally,

F = G−1.

So, we need a good (inverse) plant model.

Hysteresis models and identification
Ramberg-Osgood
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(y[i]h , u[i]h ): most recent point with direction change of input signal.

Prandtl-Ishlinskii
Linear combination of play operators

y(t) =
∑N

j=1w j Hr j (u(t))

Hybrid-MEM-element identification
y(t) = M(p(t))u(t),

where M is a one-to-one mapping and the momentum

p(t) = p(ti )+
∫ t

ti
g(u(τ ))dτ

represents the memory of the input u. The momentum can be reset
at time instant ti to a value p(ti ) = f (p(t−i ), u(t−i )).
For Ramberg-Osgood model, M(p) = c1 + c2 pc3 [2]. Identification
of ci via separable least-squares [3].
For Prandtl-Ishlinskii model, r j and w j determined via a
systematic manual tuning approach [4].

Results
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